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THE SOLAR CONNECTION - PROMISE OR PERIL?
Paul S. Strong
Macomb County Com m unity College
Warren, Michigan 48093

During the past decade important progress has been made in understanding the sun-earth environmental system.
Modern observations of solar activity document changes in solar output over time scales ranging from seconds to
decades, and evidence for longer term variations have been found in historical records. It follows that the sun cannot
be considered to be a totally non-variable energy source. Continued research progress into solar-terrestrial inter
actions will hopefully provide an understanding of sun-weather/climate relationships resulting in energy conservation
through more efficient energy utilization of our planet's atmospheric energy system.

1. INTRODUCTION
resulting from the position of the solar system in its orbit around the
Solar radiation is the basic driving force for our planet's biological and

M ilky Way galaxy, variations in the orbit and inclination of the earth,

physical systems. T h e sun has provided the earth with its primary
source of renewable energy for over 4 billipn years, and will continue
to do so for a least the next 5 billion years. Th e sun's fusion reactor

disturbances in the solar interior resulting in a change in solar energy
output, and variations in solar activity.

produces a radiated power in the order of 3.8 x 1026 watts, which at a

The concept of cosmic seasons was first suggested by Shapley over

distance of one astronomical unit (149.5 billion meters) provides the

fifty yearsago (1). It takes our solar system approximately 500 million

earth with a power of 1.7 x 1 0 ^ watts. In view of continued con
cerns over the future availability of fossil-fuels and the environmental
effects of energy production it is not surprising that there is an in

appears to be roughly twice the interval between major ice epochs. O u r

creasing emphasis on solar energy research and development.
The amount and distribution of solar radiation and to a lesser extent,
solar particles and magnetic fields, available to the earth are important
boundary conditions for our atmospheric energy system. Th e complex

years to make one orbit around the center of our galaxy. This time
galaxy is a flattened disc of stars with tw o spiral arms. We now know
that the bright spiral arms are bordered b y dark lanes of dust and gas.
McCrea has developed a model which suggests that ice epochs are
related to an increased luminosity o f the sun caused by the develop
ment of heat from the release of gravitational potential energy as the
sun accretes matter while passing through the dust lanes of our galaxy

interactions between solar energy, land masses, oceans, and the

(2).

atmosphere resulting in the earth's weather and climate is an impor

millions of years would seem to have little practical relevance to to 

tant influence on human affairs.

day's energy problems. This theory, however, does raise an interesting

In the past, climate has been an

'important factor in determining where man could live, his clothing,

Even if the "cosmic seasons" hypothesis is correct, time scales of

question concerning the stability of solar output.

and what he could eat. Man has had a long history of using energy to
rat*uce the impact of weather and climate. Today's developed soci-

Another important question relating to climatic change is. What are

Wles have modulated dependence upon these variations by using

the affects of long-term variations in the earth's orbit and inclination?

•'wav-intensive technology. For example, about 25% of the U.S.
*ner9Y usage is for the heating and cooling of buildings. The future
availability of such energy-intensive activities may depend not only on

The basis for the modern version of a model dealing with this question
was developed by the geophysicist Milankovich about a half century
ago.
The Milankovich hypothesis involves three separate cyclic
changes as the earth orbits the sun which combine to produce isolation

*be development of new energy sources, but also on a better underhanding of the external influences upon the earth's atmospheric
•nergy system.

changes. The first cycle is a variation in the eccentricity of the earth's
orbit with a period of about 100,000 years. When our orbit is more
circular, as it is today, we have more even heating.

2. REVIEW OF ASTRONOMICAL INFLUENCES
The second cycle involves a 40,000 year variation in the obliquity of
In considering possible astronomical influences upon the earth's
atmosphere, the influences can be divided into long-term effects
••Wing from millions to hundreds of years, and short term effects
lasting decades to seconds. Some of the more plausible proposed
astronomical influences on the terrestrial climate are "cosmic seasons"

the earth relative to its orbital motion.

Thus, the tilt of the earth

changes from a minimum of 21.8° to a maximum 24.4° and back to a
minimum of 21.8°. One would expect greater differences between
summer and winter as the obliquity increases. Th e earth is currently
tilted at an angle of 23.5° relative to its orbital motion.
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T h e final contribution to Milankovich's model involves the variation,

primarily responsible for the sun's major electromagnetic radiation

with a period of roughly 21,000 years, of the longitude of perihelion

output which is so important for life on the earth.

relative to the equinox. This cycle results from a gravitational torque
on the earth produced by the sun and the moon due to both the non-

Since we know that the lives of stars are finite in duration, one can

spherical shape and the distribution of matter within our planet. This

certainly ask— how long will our sun last? We believe the sun to be

"precession of the equinoxes" causes a variation in the season of
closest approach to the sun, with the earth currently closest to the sun
during the southern hemisphere summer.

tional to its mass and inversely proportional to its luminosity. The

about 5 billion years old.

Th e life expectancy of a star is propor

power output, or luminosity, of the sun is the total amount of radiant
energy at all wavelengths emitted into space per unit time by the solar

One major problem w ith the Milankovich hypothesis in explaining
past major climate variations is the rather smalf changes in isolation

surface. Stellar evolution theory gives the sun at least another 5 billion

produced.

pect no short-term energy crisis with respect to the sun.

Another problem with this model is that only the distri

bution of solar radiation between the hemispheres varies while the

years mainly burning hydrogen on the main sequence.

We can ex
Most of

these stellar evolution models predict only a small slow increase

total amount of heat received by the earth remains constant. These

in solar luminosity over the next 5 billion years, as well as only

circumstances combined with evidence that ice ages have occured

small luminosity changes during the past.

almost synchronously in both hemispheres has been used in the past
as an argument against the model.

solar output has been a very widely accepted characteristic of our

In fact, the constancy of

nearby star which has been seriously questioned only recently by solar
physicists.

Recent research, taking global land mass distribution into account, by
Kukla and work done b y Hays with researchers at the Lamont-Doherty

4. SOLAR VARIABILITY

Geological Observatory in New York, showing temperature changes
revealed in ocean core samples, gives important support to this astro
nomical model of climatic change (3, 4 ). The Lamont-Doherty studies
were based on the ratio of oxygen isotopes (^®0 and
in marine
shells. Over the past 450,000 years in Southern Hemisphere ocean-

In discussion of the sun it is customary to talk about the quiet sun as
well as the active sun. The quiet sun refers to phenomena that are
present at all times, while the active sun refers to phenomena that
vary both in time and space on the sun. Consideration of the total

floor sediments, evidence for climatic variations were concentrated in
three cycle s-2 3,0 0 0 , 42,000, and approximately 100,000 years.

output of the sun must include particles, magnetic fields as well as
radiation.
To d a y we know that several components of the solar

It would appear that a minimum cycle time of 21,000 years in the

time spans ranging from seconds to decades. Before solar activity is

Milankovich model is far too long to be of practical importance in

discussed in detail, some possible evidence for longer term solar vari

human time scales. T h e model does, however, seem to predict future

ability is reviewed.

output associated with solar activity indeed show large variations over

results of these astronomical changes. It appears that we have already
passed the peak of the present interglacial period, and we can expect

The first evidence comes quite unexpectantly from an experiment

the beginning of a return to full ice age conditions within about 1000
years, persisting perhaps for an additional 100,000 years (5 ). Thus,

conducted for over a decade by Raymond Davis, Jr., of Brookhaven
National Laboratory. The purpose of the Davis experiment is to set

effects of changes in the earth's orbital motion are most likely to

an upper limit to the solar neutrino flux reaching the earth. Neutrinos

result in conditions in the next few hundred years somewhat the same
as those over the past few hundred. It follows that we must look to

are massless elementary particles, traveling at the speed of light, which

the sun itself for astronomical influences on climate and weather less
than 20,000 years in length.

ideal indicator of the physical state of the solar interior. When a
neutrino is produced as part of the thermonuclear reactions in the
sun's core, it usually will escape directly from the solar interior
without being affected by the rest of solar matter.

interact very little with matter. This property makes the neutrino an

3. SOLAR LIFETIME
In order to perform his experiment, Davis used a most unique "tele
Th e sun appears to be a typical main-sequence dwarf star^of spectral
class G 2. This spectral class implies that the sun's surface temperature
is about 6,000 °K. It is believed that each year approximately 1/10^ ^
of the sun's mass of 2 x 10^® kg is transformed into energy by ther
monuclear reactions in which protons are converted into helium nuclei.
In this manner a single kilogram of hydrogen yields 6.3 x 1 0 ^ watt
seconds of energy.

scope," a 400,000 liter tank of perchloroethylene (C 2 CI 4 ) located 1.6
km below the earth's surface, in the Homestake Gold Mine, South
Dakota. The property which makes neutrinos such an effective prob*
of the solar interior, their lack of interactions with matter, also mafc*
them extremely difficult to detect. Davis makes use of the occasion*!
interaction of a neutrino with a chlorine-37 nucleus. In this process
the 37C | atom is transmuted into a ^ A r , which can later be separated
from the C 2 C I 4 .

Models of stellar interiors are based upon the basic conservation laws

The fact that 37A r is a radioactive isotope makes

even a few argon atoms detectable.

of physics, as well as measurements of nuclear reaction cross-sections,
and photon opacities.

The current models of the sun's interior pre

dict a very high temperature of 1.5 x 10 7 °K near the solar center.
The heat generated in the core is outwardly transferred by radiative

Certainly both Davis and the astronomical community expected the
experiment to confirm existing theories concerning the solar interior-

and then convection processes. Most of the high energy gamma rays

This was not to be the case. A unit somewhat facetiously called the
solar neutrino unit (S N U ) was coined. Initial model calculations pre

produced in the core are transformed into other regions of the elec

dicted a signal equivalent to about 30 or 40 SN U . The first results*1

tromagnetic spectrum as they progress outward to a distance of 6.96
x 105 km, the visible solar disk or photosphere. Here is the region

cists were surprised and greatly concerned.

1968, however, was the detection of no neutrinos ( 6 ). Solar physt
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There were immediata

questions concerning the apparatus and experimental procedure.

tensively observed phenomenon of all astronomy is the sunspot cycle.

Davis has carried out a series of careful checks of his apparatus and

Astronomers in the Orient had been observing naked eye sunspots for
at least 2,000 years before Galileo saw them w ith the telescope in

procedure so that this does not appear to be the source of the descrepancy.

In fact, since the initial experimental run, the detector

1611. The cyclic behavior of the appearance and disappearance of

sensitivity has been greatly increased. This situation means that either

sunspots was not determined until 1843 by a German amateur

our understanding o f the physics of neutrinos and/or nuclear reactions
is incorrect, or that our understanding of stellar interiors is not satis
factory. These experimental results have motivated some revisions in
nuclear reaction cross sections as well as the inclusion of some more

astronomer, Heinrich Schwa be.

Schwabe's discovery caused p ro

fessional astronomers, led in 1848 by Rudolf W olf of the Zurich
Observatory, to embark upon an international effort to observe the
sun, which continues today.

It has been found that at least in the

realistic assumptions, such as rotation, in the complicated solar interior

recent past, that there is indeed a sunspot cycle of about 11.1 years.

calculations. These changes have resulted in recent theoretical pre
dictions of roughly 6 to 7 S N U . Some of the more recent experimen

Wolf also made a search o f historical observations of solar activity.
Wolf concluded that the 11 year sunspot cycle could be traced back to

tal runs, starting in 1975, have shown higher detected values of SN U
(7). The higher numbers are within the bounds of statistical fluctu

at best questionable. Wolf's ending of the search for solar cycles at

1700. Even though the accuracy of his data from 1749 to 1700 was

ations and have been averaged by Davis to a little over 1 S N U , a value

1700 seems somewhat ironic today in light of the recent work of
Eddy.

which at best, represents the minimum that some theories have pre
dicted, and still a fraction of the best theoretical prediction.

John Eddy has found a variety of evidence for a 70-year period be
tween 1645 and 1715, when the solar activity cycle as characterized
Since the production of neutrinos is expected to be very dependent on

by the sunspot cycle was absent. Eddy has speculated that W olf
stopped his analysis of sunspot numbers at 1700 because as he ap
proached that date. Wolf found the limited data behaved strangely.

temperature, the apparent lack of solar neutrinos may mean that the
temperature within the sun's core is lower than previously expected.
In fact, one suggestion which at first may seen bizarre is that the sun is
not in its "norm al" state of energy production. In 1972 William F o w 

Eddy was not the first to call attention to this 70-year period. In the
late 19th century, a German solar astronomer, Gustav Sporer, report
ed historical evidence for the 70-year period ending about 1716 when

ler of Cambridge University proposed that themissing neutrino problem
could be explained b y a large-scale sudden mixing of the sun's central

the sunspots were almost totally absent from the sun. Sporer pub

reflions. The mixing would increase the amount of 3 He above that
Reeded to produce 4 He at a steady-state rate in the reaction:

lished two papers on the subject, one in .1887 and the other shortly

3He

before his death in 1889 (11,12).

( He, 2p)4 He with a corresponding increase in released energy and a
thermal expansion of the sun's center. Th e adiabatic cooling resulting
from the expansion would lower the temperature that the sun's core
*ould normally have. This in turn would cut down the rate of the

detailed paper entitled:

In 1894 he published a

Prolonged Sunspot M inim um " (1 3 ).

He stressed the importance this might have in understanding solarterrestrial relations.

eternal mechanism comes from the idea of the "cosmic seasons,"
*hich was previously discussed. Could infalling matter from our
9*laxy's dust clouds somehow be a trigger resulting eventually in a

"A

Maunder pointed out that the "prolonged m inim u m " indicated that
the sun had changed in the past and it could change again in the future.

thermonuclear reactions and hence, the production o f neutrinos.
major problem w ith this scenario is to find a reasonable physical
n,,echanism to initiate the large-scale sudden mixing. One proposed

Interest in this topic was taken up

by the British astronomer E . Walter Maunder.

Despite what appears to be an important state

ment, Maunder's work was largely ignored by astronomers. Until
recently, interest in this subject seems to have died with Maunder's
death in 1928.
Eddy did more than simply resurrect the research of Sporer and

twitching off" of the sun's fusion furnace? If this is a real situation

Maunder.

or if there is some internal switching mechanism operating within the

He not only searched the historical records used by these

early investigators, but he also studied other indices o f solar activity.
Historical evidence including naked-eye sunspot reports, records of

sun. then we indeed may have found a major cause of the earth's ice

ages.

terrestrial aurorae, tree ring data (including 14C records of these rings),
and the appearance of the solar corona during eclipses was investigated.
Only future experimental work as well as improved modeling will bring
* 0ut a Hnal answer to the solar neutrino question. Th e Davis experi-

Eddy admits that he was very skeptical of Maunder's conclusions

ment has been the on ly direct means of testing theoretical work on
ne|lar interiors. Observations that the surface of the sun oscillates on

when he began his recent research. A fter all, the proposition that the
sun behaves in a cyclic but regular w ay has been one of the key prin
ciples on which modern solar physics has been built. He was, there

timescale of 5 minutes to possibly as long as 160 minutes, provide a
*°urce of data that may also help to reveal the internal structure
the sun. Even if we find the sun to be less stable than previously
m°u®ht, the effects of future instability will take millions of years to
work i,,
ns way from the core to the surface. Nonetheless, the ramifiions of past fluctuations in the planet's major source of energy may
°t immediate and vital concern to all mankind.

fore, surprised to find that there was, indeed, historical evidence for a
dearth of naked-eye sunspot reports between 1645 and 1715. There
appeared to be almost a complete absence of any observable sunspots
during this period. When a sunspot was seen in 1671 b y G. D . Cassini
the founder of the Paris Observatory, this observation was reported in
the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society o f London. Eddy
points out that "the editor went on to describe the last sunspot seen,
11 years earlier, for the benefit of readers who had forgotten what one

All f
this should raise the question of historical evidence for anomabehavior of the sun. Some very impressive detective work in the

looked like")

for historical evidence of solar variations has been recently
ctec* by John A . Eddy of the High Altitude Observatory (8 , 9,

Even better evidence for this 70-year period of solar inactivity, which

We h^.dC*V found unexpected evidence for different solar activity than
e been used to in recent years. It is likely that the most ex

Eddy has called the "Maunder M inim um ," was found in the aurora
and 14C tree ring data. To d a y we know that the aurora borealis and
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aurora australis are also related to solar activity. Active regions on the

divided into three layers, which are, progressing outward, the photo

sun, such as where there are sunspots, often also produce charged par

sphere, chromosphere, and corona. Superimposed upon the quiet sun

ticles, some of which will interact with the earth's magnetic field.

structure are the time varying, active sun visible features which include

T h is interaction causes these particles to be accelerated and reach a

sunspots, faculae, plages, filaments, prominences, flares, and active
coronal regions. All of these various phenomena characterizing solar

velocity such that when they collide with air molecules in the upper
atmosphere, light is produced b y electron excitation.

With current

solar terrestrial conditions, one would expect about 500 auroras to be
seen in England during a 70-year period. Eddy found that during the

activity have a common origin in the action of solar magnetic fields.
In 1908, George Ellery Hale used the spectral line splitting of the

Maunder Minimum there was a marked absence of aurorae reports.

Zeeman effect to determine the field strength of sunspots. Sunspots
are regions with magnetic fields of hundreds to thousands of gauss.

There was not one reported aurora in London during the 63 years be

These fields are several thousand times the strength of the earth's

tween 1645 and 1708. One was finally observed on 15 March 1716.

magnetic field and more than a thousand times the average field

Th is prompted Edmund Halley, the Astronomer Royal, to write a now

strength in photospheric regions outside sunspots.

classic paper discussing the phenomenon. Even though Halley had
long been interested in seeing an aurora, this one at the end of the

that solar activity, in general, is the result of both solar magnetism
and solar rotation.

It is widely felt

Maunder M inim um was the first that he had observed in his 60 year life.
If we observe sunspots moving across the photosphere, their primary
Using measurements of ^4 C content in tree rings, we find a dramatic
modern confirmation of the Maunder Minimum.

Carbon, including

the radioactive isotope ^ 4 C, is an important part of our atmosphere,
being mainly contained in the carbon dioxide (C O -,) molecule. When
the

C is assimilated into trees it serves as a clock because of the

known half-life of this radioactive isotope.

We now know that this

motion is due to the sun's rotation about its axis in an average period
of 27 days.

A closer examination, however, shows that sunspots

which are nearer to the solar equator move at higher velocities than
those which are further from it.

This dependence of rotational

velocity on latitude is called differential rotation. The sun's differen
tial rotation is simply the result of the fact that, unlike the earth, the
sun is not a rigid body but a gaseous sphere.

method of radioactive dating requires information concerning the past
abundance of atmospheric ^4 C. This information can be found by
analyzing the 14C content of tree rings of known chronology. These

a cyclic trend with a period of about 11 years. There is also an ap

data are important to the question of solar activity because the sun's

proximate 22-year solar magnetic field cycle. Useful information can

extended magnetic field can shield the earth's upper atmosphere from
incoming galactic cosmic rays. It is through a n-p reaction on 14N by

solar cycle.

For at least the last 250 years, the occurence of sunspots has followed

be found if one investigates the location of sunspots throughout the
It is also important to examine the relationship between

cosmic rays that ^4 C is produced. Th e years when the sun is active,
the extended solar magnetic field shielding effect against galactic cos

the magnetic fields of sunspots and the general solar magnetic fields.

m ic rays is increased and fewer 14C nuclei are formed. A historical

tude regions of about *40°. Sunspot regions slowly progress down to

A t the beginning of a new solar cycle, new spots appear in high lati

record of ^4C abundance, and hence, formation, can be found from

- 5° at the end of the solar cycle. The majority of spots first occur in

ring-by-ring analysis of the ratio 14C/12C in the annual growth rings
of trees.

bipolar groups where the preceding spot or group of spots, with res

In 1958 Hessel DeVries made public a major anomaly in the early

lowing spot or group of spots. In the last cycle that ended in 1976, all
sunspot pairs in the sun's southern hemisphere were oriented with the

studies of 14C history (14).

pect to solar rotation, have the polarity opposite to that of the fol

DeVries found a definite prolonged in

negatively charged spot to the east (following), and the positively

crease in the 14C record extending from 1650 to 1700 with a peak

charged spot to the west (preceding). Spot pairs in the northern hemi

around 1690.

sphere were the mirror image— preceding spot negative and following

These years would then correspond to a period when

the sun was abnormally inactive. More recent studies have confirmed

spot positive.

the DeVries Fluctuation as a world-wide effect— a dramatic verification
of the Maunder Minimum.

that preceding spots in the northern hemisphere almost always have

Observations from previous solar cycles have shown

the same polarity over one entire cycle, and the opposite orientation
of polarities is usually found in the southern hemisphere. It is also

T h e oldest living thing on this planet is the bristlecone pine.

Rings

found that the weak polar magnetic fields are of the same polarity as

from these trees have been used to extend the 14C back to 500 B.C.
Eddy points out that at least 12 features of increased or decreased

the preceding spots of that hemisphere. With the beginning of each
new cycle, there is a reversal of sunspot polarities. Therefore, during

solar activity as prominent as the Maunder Minimum are evident in the

the current cycle, the preceding spots in the northern hemisphere are

past 5,000-year record of ^ 4 C. One practical importance to all this is
that there appears to be close agreement between these periods of

positive, while the preceding spots in the south are negative. It also

prolonged solar variations, and past changes in the world's climate.
Eddy has speculated that it may not be the well known 11-year

followed by a reversal of the polar fields close to solar maximum. One
may therefore think of the solar cycle as not just an 11 -year sunspot

changes in the sunspot cycle that would indicate major changes in the
earth's climate or weather, but what now appears to be the longer

variation but also a 22-year magnetic field cycle.

variations in solar activity lasting the order of hundreds of years.

quency for longer-term modulations.

appears that the sunspot field reversal is sometimes, but not always,

If John Eddy is

correct, the 11-year cycle may indeed be only a type of carrier fre
Nonetheless, the sunspot cycle

and magnetic cycle certainly provide important insight into present
5. S O L A R A C T I V I T Y

day solar activity.

Although some indications of solar activity such as sunspots, auroral

The most energetic phenomena associated with solar activity are

displays, and the possible modulation of 14C formation in the earth's

solar flares. These enormous eruptions in the chromosphere are usually
associated with sunspot groups. The explosive outbursts of flares rise
to considerable heights about the solar disk. Early reports of their

upper atmosphere have already been mentioned, a more detailed dis
cussion of solar activity is warranted. Th e outer portion of the sun is
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rapid ascent was given by Helen Dodson Prince, who used motion pic

T h e shape of the corona changes depending on the phase of the sun

ture techniques, at the McMath-Hulbert Observatory of the University

spot cycle. When solar activity is at, or close to a minimum, the solar

of Michigan. Flares emit electromagnetic radiation from all parts of
the spectrum as well as particles into space. Th e lifetime of a typical

corona is dominated by polar plumes and equatorial streamers (see

solar storm is about 20 minutes, although at times it can last a few
hours. Much of the interest in solar flares is due to their many dynamic

symmetrical, indicating the larger amount and wider distribution of

effects upon the earth's magnetic field and its atmosphere. Flare par
ticles reaching the earth can cause disruptions in radio communication;

and solar flares are rather localized solar features, while active coronal

cause the aurora; generate surges on power lines; and possibly trigger

shape is determined from the ellipticity (E ) of the corona. Th e flat

weather modifications.

tening of the corona can be defined by

Figure 1).

Close to the solar cycle maximum, the corona is more

activity centers (see Figure 2).

Most solar activity such as sunspots

structures often are not. Therefore, the general shape of the coronal

e =K - i

In order to forecast these solar-terrestrial effects, the National Oceanic

(1)

where De is the average o f three equatorial diameters of a coronal

and Atmospheric Administration has established a space weather ser
vice through the Space Environment Services Center in Boulder,

isophote at latitudes of * 22.5° and 0 ° , and Dp is defined similarly

Colorado.

for the polar direction.

Also, m onthly data reports for research workers are pub

(NGSDC) in Boulder.

In the range from one to tw o solar radii, the

variation of E with distance from the Sun (R ) can be approximated by
a linear function given by

lished by the National Geophysical and Solar-Terrestrial Data Center
The N G S D C compiles data on several dozen

indices of solar activity ranging from sunspot numbers and solar activity

E- atb( ^ “')

centers to energetic solar particles. Although many of these measure

l2’

Where the sum of a + b is a measure of the flattening of the corona,

ments are made from the ground, an increasing number are being

which is usually called the Ludendorff flattening index.

made from space. Some of the satellites contributing solar-geophysical

Measured

values of the flattening index during solar eclipses, including 4 values

data are Pioneers 6 , 7, 8 , and 9; the Synchronous Meteorological

determined by the author over the past decade, are shown in Figure 3
along with the corresponding phase of the solar cycle.

Satellites (SM S); the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satel
lites (G EO S ); the Explorer series; the Orbiting Solar Observatories
(OSO); the Internationa! Sun-Earth Explorers ( IS E E ); and the Japanese
Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (G M S) — " H IM A W A R I."

6 . R E C E N T M E A S U R E M E N T S A N D P R E D IC T IO N S
Because of the record breaking low temperatures across the country
during the winter of 1976-77, and the somewhat slower than expected
start of the current solar cycle, there have been suggestions that the
■m is entering another anomolous solar cycle of long-term reduced
*>lar activity.

In 1972 it was expected that the minimum of sunspot

activity for the last solar cycle (Cycle No. 20) would occur in 1975
'with the start of the current solar cycle (Cycle No. 21) beginning soon
after (15). The best evidence now is that solar cycle 21 began in June
1976(16).
I first became interested in the question of long-term solar variability
during the spring of 1977 when preparing to study the solar corona
during the upcoming (12 October 1977) total solar eclipse. I expected
that measurements of coronal shape and structure should give an in
dication if the sun was indeed about to depart from the activity pattern
we have been so used to over the last tw o hundred years.

Th e white-light corona is composed of three components. Th e major
component inside about 2 .3 R 0 is the photospheric light scattered by
coronal electrons, the K corona.

T h e second most dominant com

ponent is the F corona which arises from photospheric light scattered
by small dust particles in space, eventually resulting in the zodiacal
light. Th e least intense component is the emission, o r E corona which
arises under highly non-local-thermodynamic-equilibrium conditions
in the high temperature solar atmosphere.
John E d d y has reasoned that in the total absence of solar activity, as
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The 1977 value in Figure 4 indicates that the sun was indeed in an

Ph a se o f s o la r c yc le
0 .4

0 .6

increasing activity phase of a new solar cycle during O c to b e r 1977.
If this eclipse had occurred a few days earlier or later, it is m ost likely
that the eclipse observations would have indicated an even more
active corona than that observed. This is assumed because one o f the
largest activity centers of the new solar cycle, McMath Plage Region
14979, would have contributed to the limb observations o f the
corona.

O n 12 October, this large plage did not produce observed

active coronal features since it was located on the sun's ce n tra l meridian
as shown in Figure 5.

F IG U R E 3

Changes in the amount of coronal flattening throughout
the 11 -year solar activity cycle. The author's dererminations for four recent eclipses are marked by crosses.
Adapted from The Sun, University of Chicago Press, 1953.

appears to have happened during the 70 years of the Maunder Mini
mum, the K corona would be absent and, therefore, during a total
solar eclipse one would only see the dim , slightly reddish glow of the
F corona surrounding the moon. Eddy's study of historical accounts
of eclipses seems to confirm this hypothesis.
A t 2045 Greenwich mean time on 12 October 1977, ou r eclipse ex
pedition of 19 observers did witness a most beautiful solar K corona
from the deck of a ship located at Latitude 11° 06.5 north, Longitude
118° 07 west in the Pacific. Th e observation of a K corona was no
surprise since its absence would certainly have been previously noticed
from coronagraph studies.

From data obtained during the total

eclipse, I determined a Ludendorff flattening index of 0.20.

This

eclipse occurred about 15 months after sunspot-minimum. If the sun
was behaving similarly to previous solar cycles, one would expect a
Ludenorff index of approximately 0.22 (17).
F IG U R E 5
Figure 4 shows values of the flattening index, measured this century,
plotted as a function of the corresponding eclipse year. Figure 4
indicates periodic variations in the shape of the corona similar to that
exhibited when sunspot numbers are graphed.

There is an average

period of 11.0 years between minimum values of the flattening index
(sunspot-maximum) and 11.5 years between maximum values of the
flattening index (sunspot-minimum). These average values agree well
with the average period of 11.1 years between the maximum of sun
spot numbers since the 1700's (18).

Calcium K-line filtergram. 12 October 1977. McMath
plage No. 14979 is close to the center of the solar disk.
The indentation in the lower right corner is the moon.
( McMath-Hulbert Observatory,
The University of
Michigan)

Our group also made calibrated photometric measurements of the
coronal light intensity during the October eel ipse. A n absolute coronal
radiance (a t 6 5 0 0 & ) of 1 7 0 x 1O'9 B 0 a t r = 1.35 R0, and 75 x 10‘9Be
at r = 1.52R0 were determined. These intensity values are in close
agreement to eclipse measurements made during the corresponding

• H .C. van da H U L S T & S. A . M IT C H E L L

phase of the last solar cycle (19).

a M . VVALDMEIER

nor photometric measurements indicate that the sun is entering a
period of abnormal inactivity.

Neither our coronal shape studies

Periodic observations of the sun's photosphere and chromosphere
since June 1976 indicate that solar activity is indeed increasing as
shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Predictions of the time and mag

nitude of the current sunspot cycle maximum have been made. Pre
dictions such as those, using spectral analysis of past records and those
involving planetary influence, have resulted in large variations in pre
dicted maximum sunspot numbers. These range from low values of
50-100 to high values of 150 to over 200 (20, 21, 22, 23, 24). 0 hl
and Sargent have made a prediction of 154 based upon the relation
ship between the intensity of recurrent geomagnetic activity at the
F IG U R E 4

very beginning of the solar cycle to the smoothed sunspot number at

Flattening of the solar corona as measured at the time of
total solar eclipses. Flattening index values plotted to
correspond to increasing and decreasing sunspot numbers.

the maxim um of the cycle (25, 26). Kane has used a similar method
to obtain a very recent predicted value of approximately 206 (27).
Each month, a consensus prediction is prepared jointly by the National
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7.

S O L A R -W E A T H E R / C L IM A T E IN T E R A C T IO N S

Solar variations, whether they follow the 11-year or 22-year cycle or
the nonperiodic changes of longer o r shorter times, are of particular
importance to the question of solar-weather/climate interactions.
During the last few years there has been an increasing interest in
solar-terrestrial relationships.

In the past there was great deal of un

critical work done in this field causing investigators to be labeled
"heliogeophysics enthusiastics."

A great number of proposed cor

relations between solar activity and various aspects of climate change
have been published. M uchof this evidence, however, isoften localized,
isolated, and contradictory.

It has been pointed out that correlations

have also been found between the sunspot cycle, the rabbit population
in England; the length of women's skirts; and the rise and fall of the

0

singing group, the Beatles (2 8 ). T o be meaningful correlations must at
least be statistically significant and repeatable. Th e y must also even
tually lead to the identification of the physical mechanisms linking
solar output variations with atmospheric effects.

T w o examples of

the best empirical-statistical evidence appear to be the association
of droughts in the High Plains of the Central United States with the

22 -year double sunspot cycle, and the occurence of intense lowpressure troughs over the G ulf of Alaska after sun-caused geomagnetic
disturbances.

FIGURE 6 Hydrogen Alpha-line filtergram. 14 Ju ly 1978

Much of this work has been conducted by W. O. Roberts

and R. H. Olson (29,30,31).

(Macomb County Com m unity College)

They developed a parameter called the

vorticity area index (V A I ), to measure the size of the low-pressure
Geophysical and Solar-Terrestrial Data Center, and Space Environment

troughs. The vorticity index indicates the area of large-scale cyclonic

Services Center staffs and published in Solar-Geophysical Data. T h e

rotation in the northern hemisphere atompsphere. Increasing vorticity

July 1978 prediction is for a maximum Zurich smoothed sunspot

causes storm systems to deepen and extend farther south carrying

number of approximately 150 to be reached during the Fall of 1979.

increased moisture.

These predicted values should be compared to the average maximum

for the effects of large solar flares on the

Roberts and Olson used the V A I to show evidence

value for solar cycles 8-20 of about 100, the annual maximum for the

500 mbar (32).

tmospheric circulation at

Recently they published a paper along with Helen

last solar cycle (no. 20) of 105, and the largest maximum observed

Dodson Prince and E. Ruth Hedeman, of the McMath-Hulbert Obser

(Cycle 19) of 190. Thus, there is little real evidence that we are now
entering a period of reduced solar activity. In fact, somewhat the

vatory, showing a most interesting correlation between the central

opposite appears to be the case.

area index (33).

meridian passage of very active solar plages and changes in the vorticity
This work suggests that solar data can indeed be

important in weather forecasting.
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1988

OBSERVED AND PREDICTED SUNSPOT NUMBERS

F IG U R E 7 Observed sunspot numbers for the mean of cycles 8-20 and Cycle 20. Observed and predicted sun
spot numbers for solar Cycle 21. (National Geophysical and Solar-Terrestrial Data Center)
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Important parts of ou r current understanding of the solar-terrestrial
environment have been made since the beginning of the space age.
The first major discovery was the inner portion of the earth's magneto
sphere, the Van A llen Belts, discovered by Explorer I in 1958.

In

through the International Magnetosphere Study; by space staellites
including the Sun-Earth Explorers; the Solar Maximum Mission; the
Space Shuttle with the Spacelab, and possibly an orbiting Solarterrestrial Observatory.

1962, the Venus probe. Mariner II firm ly established that light was
not the o nly emanation coming from the sun.

8.

It was found that a

C O N C L U S IO N

flow of ionized hydrogen particles, that we now call the solar wind,
sweeps out through the solar syatem. To da y we know that the solar

We no longer believe that the sun is a flaming chariot moving across

wind is a continuous but strongly variable flow of coronal plasma,

the sky, n o r do we believe that the sun is a perfect sphere orbiting the

which is structured by both solar magnetic fields and solar rotation.

earth. N o w we even suspect that the sun is not perfectly regular in its

Observation by spacecraft magnetometers show that the interplanetary

behavior. A t the same time, we can no longer view the sun and earth

magnetic field is swept past the earth b y the solar wind, with alternating

as separate. The earth is a spaceship sailing the ocean of the extended

magnetic polarities directed toward and away from the sun.

These

solar atmosphere. O urfu tu re ability to meet many problems, including

sectors are separated by a thin boundary that usually sweeps past the

that of energy, will certainly depend upon our ability to navigate this

earth during an interval measured in tens of minutes. John M. Wilcox,

ocean.

of Stanford University, has used the passage of sector boundaries as a
well-defined time base to correlate the large-scale sector structure with
the vorticity area index.

It was found that a decrease in V A I began

9.
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